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PREFACE
The data contained within this program has been collected and assembled to inform and guide the "designer" throughout his/her design
processes.
This program is directed as an aid to familiarize and briefly
educate one as to what Hereford, Texas is and about, along with its
foremost financial institution - First National Bank of Hereford, Tx.
This program might not inform one as to the processes and operations of a bank 'in general' although through research of the institution itself, the activities and spaces necessary for the functionability of the First National Bank of Hereford, Tx, are defined.

BACKGROUIMD

CITY OF HEREFORD, TEXAS
(LOOKING NORTHWEST)
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BRIEF HISTORY OF DEAF SMITH
COUNTY & HEREFORD

Deaf Smith County was created on August 21, 1876. On October 3, 1890,
the first election was held and the county was organized.
In 1898, the Pecos and Northern Texas Railroad was started west from
Araarillo to Roswell, N.M. and it traveled across the southeast corner of
Deaf Smith County.
People decided to live near the railroad and the new town was first
named after the color of the water in Tierra Blanca Creek, thus called
"Blue Water."1
Later in 1898, a man brought in some Hereford Cattle and the name of
the town soon changed.
The city of Hereford was legally incorporated as a city in 1906.^

AGRICULTURE BACKGROUND - Hereford is a mainstay in agricultural production.
Crops grown locally are: grain sorghum, wheat, sugar beets, grass
seed, soybeans, potatoes, onions, lettuce, carrots, cabbage, corn,
cotton, hay, rye and barley.
Hereford is also known for its livestock production (thus its
given name)-

Three million head within a fifty mile radius of Hereford

are raised, fed, and slaughtered each year.3
Local monies are also used for other large local industries such
as: Holly Sugar Corp., Arrow Head Mills, Hereford Tortilla Factory,
and Swift.4
Monies from local financiers have provided the opportunity to
have 400,000 irrigated acres locally.5
The local agriculture/industries depend on funding from area banks
and in turn the banks depend on the large volume of business by them.
CULTURE - Residents of Hereford have long been concerned and involved with
the cultural improvement of the area. More importantly, the Board
of Directors and President of the First National Bank of Hereford,
past and present, have been directly involved with Herefords cultural
exposure.°
Presently there are over 200 organizations including: Hereford
Garden Club, Hereford Music Study Club, Historical Society, etc.
Also, the National Cowgirl Hall of Fame, and Deaf Smith County Museum
are located in Hereford.'
Residents of Hereford are proud of their western heritage and
this background is a dominant force in the activities of local residents and businessmen (businesswomen) thus an indicator of how money
is acquired, spent and/or invested.
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POPULATION - The growing trend of Herefords numbers, along with the increasing number of inquiries to Hereford's Chamber of Commerce about
lease space," and rise in banking business (see financial section in
this chapter) exemplifies the need for expansion of town facilities
such as bank and office space.
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More people means the possibility of more depositors, as well as,
greater odds for local residents to assume loans.
The increase in depositors results in a need for more employees,

and thus more space to accomodate the employees. A formula to follow
is 40 employees for every 7,000 accounts.
MIGRATION - Approximately 6,000 people commute each day from the surrounding area to work in local businesses.^
GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS - The city government exists with a Mayor, Council,
and City Manager.

•l
The Police Department employs 36 people - full time. The Fire Department employs 1 man full time with 39 volunteers. The Sherriff's office employs 20 men and women including 6 deputies. Hereford also has
a Planning Commission.1^
The total operating budget of Hereford is $2,528,805 (excluding
capital improvements).11
COMMUNICATION - Hereford has one newspaper which comes out each weekday
and on Sundays. There is one Radio Station (KPAN) with an affiliated
cable TV Station (KPAN).
western Bell.

Telephone Service is provided by South-

There is a Western Union office and a Post Office.

TRANSPORTATION - Highways serving the Hereford area are U.S. 60 and U.S.
385.

These roads provide quick access to the downtown area for cli-

ents, bank patrons etc. Railroad services are provided by Santa Fe
Main Line. Airline service is provided by Amarillo International
Airport or the local municipal airport.

Bus service is provided by

New Mexico Transportation Co. and ther is parcel service. There is
also a local taxi service.

FINANCIAL - Hereford has two banks, two savings and loan assoc, and a
credit union.

The two banks have $128,309,500 in total assets; the

two savings and loan associations have $11,255,216.03 in total assets; and the credit union has $8,594,929.90 in total assets.12
The idea of upgrading existing bank facilities even though
there is another bank in town is a result of competition.
Besides competition, the fact that Hereford has two banks
helps to create better business practices through the idea of checks
and balances.

Also, by having two banks, it relieves the pressure

at one bank to provide all possible services (First National Bank
of Hereford does not provide long term loans; eg: mortgages etc.),
and it allows people the freedom of choice.1^
The above figures indicate a large amount of business dealing
in Hereford, thus giving reason for expansion of existing facilities and building new ones for professional services.
Business is brought to the First ITational Bank of Hereford
from a 50 mile radius catchment area (trade territory).

Since

this trade territory is primarily agriculturally related, the bank
heavily conducts business from the agricultural aspect (short term
loans for equipment, seed, fertilizer, vehicles, cattle, etc.).
By staying within this area of expertice (agriculture/industry),
the bank is able to offer a more comprehensive and competent field
of knowledge and getting to know customers personally which helps
create repeat business. 1'^
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The constant rise in deposits and loans indicates the sustained
ability of the existence and prosperity of the bank and its facilities.
The chart on the previous page shows this growing trend and
actually predicts such continuing growth of the bank.
EXISTING OFFICE SPACE - Currently there are several locations for offices
in the downtown business district; however, the locations are hidden from public view.
The current spaces are above various retail stores, and are
unoccupied.

Although availability exists, there is no indication

that there is public access to the second floors, much less that
the second floor is occupied in the first place.
The owners tend to want the upstairs space as storage, since
no one cares to occupy the space anyway. 15
Since the existing office space is unused and/or unwanted,
and the need for adequate office space (space that people will
rent due to its location, image, and offered facilities) has been
expressed by the Chamber of Commerce,1^ then the idea for construction of new facilities is reinforced.

The banking process deals primarily with the indispensable
functions of lending and receiving on deposit.16
Operations - provide service to customers
- to grow and build itself through increased deposits
- to earn substantial returns on its invested capital
- establish loans upon a considerable scale, required by indivicuals embarking in enterprises beyond their own meansl^
Functions - provide security for the bank itself and for the customers
deposits
- provide complete comprehensive statements to the customers
as to the state of their accounts
- provide complete comprehensive statements to the public as
to the state of the banks finances
- provide tellers for the safe, quick, courteous and efficient
way of transferring monies.
- abide by government regulations and deregulation laws
- conduct audits to protect customers and the bank assets
themselves
- proofing - to verify signatures and validity of checks
written that are to transfer funds from the bank to another
institution
- collect loan payments, and to inspect collateral when one is
applying for a loan
- provide safe deposit boxes for the benefit of the customers
who are willing to purchase one
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ACTIVITY
ANALYSIS

ACC'T

BOOKKEEPING

ACTIVITY PROBLEMS

The existing spaces for all the bank operations are too small.

There

is no room for comfort or expandability.

SMALL SPACES AND NO ROOM TO EXPAND

The existing officers (Vice Presidents of commercial loans, installment
loans, and trusts, along with the Agriculture officer) have no privacy to
conduct business.

They are all out in public view as if they were customer

service.

NO PRIVACY FOR BANK OFFICERS

There are no ramps for the handicapped at intersections along the entire
length of Main, especially in front of the bank, by lack of planning.
Because there are no ramps, handicapped people are discouraged to participate
in the pedestrian movement system.

The handicapped will tend to get someone

else to do their business for them.

NO RAMPS

The current pedestrian access to the bank from its parking lot, forces one
to cross an alley, and then walk alongside the bank to gain entrance.

a urr

—

PATH TRAVELED BY PEDESTRIANS

The current bank does not represent an image that is bold, secure and elite,
The all glass front lacks mass and allows for easy destruction.

The flat,

untextured, simple facade does not reach out to bring the customers/clients
in:

the building is non inviting.
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1) User Group

- one male involved, elderly matured and educated in
the finances
- position of President (Chief Executive Officer)
- interaction:

with employees (mainly Vice

Presidents), clients, government institutions
2) Primary Activity

- run (operate) bank according to federal regulations

Secondary Activity - overview others and check the work done on deposits
and loans
- chair the loan committee, settle disputes, and
make the final decisions when issues are unsolved
or unsettled
- research investment opportunities
3) Behavior

- stays in office working, visits with friends in
lobby or in other offices
- constantly on the "go"--attends meetings, travels

4) Time involved

- spends the 9-3 bank work day as well as his own
nights and weekends

1) User Group

- five males involved, matured and educated
- position of Vice President, also commercial loan
officer
- interaction:

with President, Agriculture

Representative, clerks, and clients
2) Primary Activity

- evaluate commercial loans and work with clients

Secondary Activity - administer loan payments
- present problems to loan committee
- set value of collateral
3) Behavior

- works at desk, visits with clients, and friends and

21
Other employees
- visits sites to evaluate collateral
4) Time Involved

- bank work day
- some after hours visiting sites
- works Monday through Friday

1) User Group

- one male involved, matured and educated, an attorney
- position of Vice President and Trust Officer
- interaction:

with President, file clerks, and

Installment Loan Officers
2) Primary Activity

- works at his desk helping the loan officers and
keeps books straight on trust accounts

Secondary Activity - act in behalf of the bank as Trustee - manages
accounts and works with clients
3) Behavior

- works in office, visits with clients, employees, and
friends

4) Time Involved

- spends the 9-3 bank work day and some after hours
- works Monday through Friday

1) User Group

- five males involved, matured and educated
- position of Installment Loan Officer
- interaction: with Vice President and Trust Officer,
clients

2) Primary Activity

- work at desk on the loans and installments

Secondary Activity - make calls checking on the property used for
collateral, and credit references
3) Behavior

- works at his desk, makes calls, visits with clients.
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employees, friends
4) Time Involved

- spends the 9-3 bank work day as well as after hours
- works Monday through Friday

1) User Group

one female involved
position of credit analyst
interaction: with employees, and references over
the phone or in person

2) Primary Activity
Secondary Activity
3) Behavior

work at desk looking over credit applications
calling about references and keeping files
works at desk, and over phone
sitting down some, walking around, visiting

4) Time Involved

banking hours
works Monday through Friday

1) User Group

- one female
- position of file clerk
- interaction: with Vice President, Cashier, and
other employees

2) Primary Activity

- work at desk and files

Secondary Activity - keep files straight, and help other employees when
work is overflowing
3) Behavior

- walks from office to office, stands (works) at the
filing cabinets, works seated at her desk

4) Time Involved

- works the banking hours
- works Monday through Friday
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1) User Group

- two females
- position of file clerk
- interaction: with Vice President Trust Officer

2) Primary Activity

- to do the file work for the Installment loans and
Trusts

Secondary Activity - walk around and find where help is needed elsewhere
in the bank
3) Behavior

- walking, standing, sitting, talking, filing, visiting

4) Time Involved

- works banking hours
- works Monday through Friday

1) User Group

- two females
- position of customer service
- interaction: with customers, employees. Vice
President Cashier

2) Primary Activity

- talk with customers

Secondary Activity - answer inquiries
3) Behavior

- sitting, talking on phone, talking with customers,
visits with friends and employees

4) Time Involved

- works banking hours
- works Monday through Friday

1) User Group

- six females
- position of teller
- interaction: with employees, customers, and Vice
President Cashier

2) Primary Activity

- register deposits and withdrawals, and cash
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Secondary Activity - helps with other employees' workload
3) Behavior

- stands, sits, talk, walk, visits

4) Time Involved

- works banking hours
- works Monday through Friday

1) User Group

- one male involved
- position of Loan Review Officer
- interaction:

2) Primary Activity

with President

- sits at desk and reviews over loans, problems, and
writes out recommendations

Secondary Activity - confers with the President
3) Behavior

- sits at his desk, walks around visiting

4) Time Involved

- works part time
- works various days and hours

1) User Group

- one male, education. Agricultural background
- position of Agricultural Representative
- interaction: with customers, commercial loan
officers, and President

2) Primary Activity

- does the 'leg work' for the Vice Presidents

Secondary Activity - works at his desk
3) Behavior

- visits customers' land, views equipment, talks,
sitting at desk

4) Time Involved

- works banking hours
- works after hours
- works Monday through Friday and some on weekends
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1) User Group

- one female
- position of PBX operator
- interaction:

2) Primary Activity

with employees

- operate the switchboard

Secondary Activity - help with the filing
3) Behavior

- sitting, walking around, talking, visiting

4) Time Involved

- works banking hours
- works Monday through Friday

1) User Group

- one female involved
- position of proof operator
- interaction:

with other employees, and Vice Presi-

dent Cashier
2) Primary Activity

- look over checks for signature varification and
reasonable dates

Secondary Activity - help other employees
3) Behavior

- mostly sitting, and other times standing, talking,
visiting

4) Time Involved

- works banking hours
- works Monday through Friday

1) User Group

- one female involved
- position of Vice President Cashier
- interaction:

2) Primary Activity

with President and employees

- oversee bank operations

Secondary Activity - walk around helping the other employees
3) Behavior

- sitting, walking, talking
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4) Time Involved

- works banking hours and after hours
- works Monday through Friday

1) User Group

- two females involved
- position of computer balancing
- interaction:

with Vice President Cashier and other

employees
2) Primary Activity

- run the computers

Secondary Activity - help other employees
3) Behavior

- sitting, walking around computers, talking

4) Time Involved

- works banking hours
- works Monday through Friday

1) User Group

- four females involved
- position of new accounts
- interaction:

with visitors, customers, and new

customers
2) Primary Activity

- talking with new customers and setting up their
accounts

Secondary Activity - assist people by answering questions, etc.
3) Behavior

- sitting, talking, visiting, walking

4) Time Involved

- works banking hours
- works Monday through Friday

1) User Group

- employees, customers, visitors, passerby
- interaction with each other
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2) Primary Activity

- congregate

Secondary Activity 3) Behavior

- talking, milling about, walking, shuffling

4) Time Involved

- 5-10 minutes between visitors
- over 10 minutes between customer and employee
- less than 10 minutes between employees

1) User Group

- employees, customers, visitors, passerby
- interaction with each other

2) Primary Activity

- lateral movement on ground floor
- getting from entry to various stations (offices or
desks) and then leaving

Secondary Activity - lateral movement on upper floors
3) Behavior

- walkins, quick greetings to those you know, smile
to ones you do not know, walk with head down
looking at the floor

4) Time Involved

- anytime from 3 minutes to 5 minutes

1) User Group

- employees, customers, visitors, passerby
- interaction with those that pass by or stand with

2) Primary Activity

- vertical movement from floor to floor (for people)

Secondary Activity - vertical movement of supplies
3) Behavior

- waiting for elevator, step onto escalator, climb
stairs, talk to others, keep to yourself with head
down

4) Time Involved

- a couple of minutes maximum except in the case of
elevator breakdown
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employees will use vertical systems several times
clients will use system usually once going up and
once coming down each
passerby will usually just look

1) User Group

- employees, clients
- interaction:

2) Primary Activity

visiting between those on break

- drinking coffee, eating snacks, visiting, reading
magazines or newspaper

3) Behavior

- talking, drinking, walking, shuffling, sitting

4) Time Involved

- anywhere from 30 seconds to 15 minutes

1) User Group

- employees, customers, visitors
- interaction with the site and other people along
the walking route

2) Primary Activity

- walking to and from parking lot

Secondary Activity - visiting with those you meet along the way
3) Behavior

- walking, talking, looking around, pick up pebbles
and acorns from the ground and tossing them about

4) Time Involved

- 1-15 minutes

1) User Group

- employees, delivery men
- interaction between the two

2) Primary Activity

- checking forms and vouchers, unloading supplies

Secondary Activity - visiting
3) Behavior

- walking, talking, lifting, carrying, pushing
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'handtruck', writing
4) Time Involved

- 5-30 minutes

1) User Group

- employees (janitor/maid)
- interaction with those who pass by

2) Primary Activity

- carrying trash/garbage out of the building

Secondary Activity - dumping the waste in some form of container
3) Behavior

- carrying, lifting, picking up scattered paper which
blows out of container, cursing, walking, running

4) Time Involved

- 30 seconds to 5 minutes

1) User Group

- bank customers and tellers
- interaction: with bank teller

2) Primary Activity

- get fast service from the bank without getting out
of the car (drive-through banking)

Secondary Activity - perform the transactions requested from the customer
by the employee
3) Behavior

- driving, talking, looking around, balancing checkbook

4) Time Involved

- 3-10 minutes

1) User Group

- anyone
- interaction with those in the bathroom

2) Primary Activity

- use the restroom

Secondary Activity - comb hair, wash hands, put on make-up, look at
yourself, smoking
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3) Behavior

- walking, talking, sitting, smoking, standing,
cleaning, fixing appearance

4) Time Involved

- 1-10 minutes

1) User Group

- customers, visitors, employees
- interaction:

only with incoming or outgoing cars

(vehicles)
2) Primary Activity

- parking the car

Secondary Activity - getting in and out of the car without scratching
4
your car door or someone else's
- getting out of the parking space and out of parking
lot
3) Behavior

- frustration, cursing, sign gestures, waving, honking
the horn, speeding, braking

4) Time Involved

- 1-5 minutes

1) User Group

- bank employee, courier
- interaction:

2) Primary Activity

hopefully with no one

- transfer money from bank to the drive-through
branch

Secondary Activity - transfer money to other institutions
3) Behavior

- walking, looking around

4) Time Involved

- a few minutes to ?

1) User Group

- professionals, clients
- interaction between profession and client, and
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between anyone seen along the way to the office of
destination
2) Primary Activity

- meet and conduct business

Secondary Activity - talk (visit)
3) Behavior

- walking, standing, talking, writing, make references
to computers, for data, smoking, drinking

4) Time Involved

- a few minutes to a couple of hours

1) User Group

- visitors, employees, exhibitors
- interaction with each other

2) Primary Activity

- Silent Auctions

Secondary Activity - viewing exhibits within exhibit hall
3) Behavior

- walking, whispering, viewing exhibits, viewing
merchandise for auction, making bids on items

4) Time Involved

- a few minutes to several hours

1) User Group

- bank employees, professionals
- interaction:

visiting and conferring with one

another
2) Primary Activity

- correspondence between bank professionals

Secondary Activity - each taking advantage of what the other has to offer
3) Behavior

- walking back and forth, talking in person and over
the phone, writing, reviewing, reviewing computer
data

4) Time Involved

- a few minutes to
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1) User Group

- maintenance personnel
- interaction: with other employees

2) Primary Activity

- upkeep equipment (office) mechanical equipment
(building systems)

Secondary Activity - keep up with records
3) Behavior

- talking, fixing, adjusting

4) Time Involved

- a few minutes to several weeks

1) User Group

- janitors/maids
- interaction:

2) Primary Activity

with anyone who might pass by

- cleaning

Secondary Activity - grounds maintenance
3) Behavior

- washing, scrubbing, sweeping, mopping, vacuuming,
wiping, dusting

4) Time Involved

- preset working hours 5-6 days a week

1) User Group

- male or female
- dentist, dental hygienist
- interaction with patients and each other

2) Primary Activity

- take x-rays
- clean teeth

Secondary Activity - assist dentist
3) Behavior

- use and clean dental instruments
- walking, talking

4) Time Involved

- Works 8:00 a.m. till 5:00 p.m. weekdays, maybe
Saturday
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1) User Group

- male or female
- patients and receptionist
- interaction: with each other

2) P>"imary Activity

- receptionist takes necessary information from
patient

Secondary Activity - keeps records, answers phone
3) Behavior

- sits, talks, writes

4) Time Involved

- works 8:00 a.m. till 5:00 p.m. weekdays and possibly
after hours

1) User Group

- male or female
- lab technician/dental/optometrist
- interaction with each other

2) Primary Activity

- conduct whatever business is necessary

Secondary Activity - conduct whatever business is necessary
3) Behavior

- walk, talk, sit

4) Time Involved

- 8:00 a.m. till 5:00 p.m. and after hours/weekends

1) User Group

- male or female
- optometrist
- interaction with employees and patients

2) Primary Activity

- conduct examination of patient

Secondary Activity - make referals, make recommendations
- fit eyewear, conduct lab work
3) Behavior

- sitting, standing, walking, talking

4) Time Involved

- 8:00 a.m. till 5:00 p.m. and before/after hours and
weekends
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1) User Group

- male or female
- patients
- interaction with other patients, receptionist,
physician

2) Primary Activity

- waiting to see physician/lawyer

Secondary Activity - reading magazines, talking to other patients
3) Behavior

- sitting, standing, talking

4) Time Involved

- 5 minutes to 2 hours

1) User Group

- male or female
- lawyers
- interaction: with each other and with clients

2) Primary Activity

- visit and work with client

Secondary Activity - research, reading
3) Behavior

- sitting, talking, visiting

4) Time Involved

- works 8:00 a.m. till 5:00 p.m., after hours, weekends

1) User Group

- male or female
- secretary
- interaction: with clients and lawyer

2) Primary Activity

- greet clients, answer phone, keep books

Secondary Activity - help lawyer with research
3) Behavior

- walking, talking, sitting, typing, writing

4) Time Involved

- works 8:00 a.m. till 5:00 p.m.
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ENDNOTES

All information in this chapter has been gathered by personal observation
or been told about procedures by:
*Board Member of First National Bank of Hereford--Lynton All red
All red, Lynton.

Personal Interview.

All red, Lynton, Telephone Interview.

24 August 1983.
19 October 1983.
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SITE PROBLEMS
Traffic congestion is a problem at 8:00 am, noon, and 5:00 pm on the
weekdays in the downtown area.

The traffic congestion is caused by the

limited lanes of traffic, both on :iain St. and cross streets. Additional congestion results from vehicles using the on street parking spaces.

Tyt
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During the business hours. Main St. is congested with traffic at the
intersections, thus inhibiting pedestrian movement, allowing greater
chances of an individual being hit by a vehicle or a vehicle hitting
another.
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Current vehicle accessability to the site is limited to entering from
Third Street only.

Exits are onto Sampson or Third Street. Addition-

al traffic congestion results from limited accessability caused by the
concentration of vehicles.
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There is no transition from the site of the County Courthouse to the
existing bank.

The Courthouse is a landmark and a focal point of the

downtown and should be related to adjacent sites.

<:^ueTw>u<»eC<5Uf?TH<?Liee ^<?p^"r fpu^rif- TZ? ^ A H \ C
Buildings in the downtown (including the existing bank) have rigid
corners where intersections of streets and alleys occur thus giving people
and cars a strictly defined view.

People can only see straight in front

of them, but are not aware of what is around the corners until they are
making the turn.
colliding.

THis increases the safety hazard of cars and pedestrians
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There is a lack of certain focal points to bring interest to the viewer
in the downtown.

There lacks points which will contain the eye when

traveling along Main.

There is little or no mystery, imediacy, anti-

cipation, or clues of these.

V^ftCM- ?0\KT&

There is an obvious distinction between the alleys and streets in this
area.

Since the alleys are

yet they aren't.

open, they sould also be somewhat inviting,

The alleys are full of trash, dumpsters, power lines,

damp brick, dirt, and are poorly lighted.

These alleys are breeding

grounds for crime, safety hazards, and health hazards.

The seating currently existing on the corners of Main and Third, and Main
and Fourth provide seating and shade yet do not belong visually.

The

shape, color, and texture have no correlation with that of the bank
building or buildings on adjacent sites.
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Large panes of glass exist on the front of the existing bank. They are at
ground level and can be broken easily (by vandalism or accident).
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The current linkage between the buildings, pedestrian paths, and streets
along Main, aren't visually conducive, because of the inappropriate use of
materials.

Thought was given to each part without thinking how they are

to work together as a whole.
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No apparent thought has been given to the signage on buildings and how
those signs relate to their business or location in the downtown. The
signs appear to be pasted on and are merely distractions to what good
visual quality could be along the Main St. Vista.

s^iaH^ T^Ntr 5^^4-A-ne.
There is a lack of protection against wind and cold weather in front of
the bank as well as the adjacent buildings, because of planning poorly
or financial status of the merchants. Pedestrians are exposed to the
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discomfort of the wind and blowing dust.

People can slip on the ice and

snow injuring themselves. The wind can damage buildings and blow debris,
either injuring people and buildings or clutter the sidewalks with trash.
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There is a lack of protection against the sun and heat along Main St.
Pedestrians, employeesj, and customers are discomforted when traveling
along Main St. by the heat during the spring, summer, and fall.
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SITE LOCATION & DESCRIPTION - The site is located at 300 N. Main in the
center of downtown Hereford.

The site is "L" shaped and consists

of 66,500 square feet of surface area with an alley running through
the center.

The site is offset 45° from north, making the Main

street side facing southwest.
GEOLOGY - The surface and subsurface formations in the region embrace
sandstone, shales, limestones, marly clays, conglomerates, cherts,
and sands.1
Above the rock formations is fertile soil.
sists of sandy loams and chocolate loam soils.

The surface conThey have a light

chocolate color and is made of the brown clay and sandy loams; marly,
variegated clays, and clay loams; noncalcareous soil, marly clay, and
fine sand.2
Engineering quality - The soil of thei region is called 'Pullman Series.'
It has a high shrink/swell potential, and is easily reoded along
with fair drainage on slopes.3

4 8
TEXA
U*''/i
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Fif/uri- S.—Tup, Pullman clay loam has a subsoil of hlocky -Iriicluic. Ittilloin. I'ldlilo ol' riilliiiau clay loam: Dark Mirlaio lavci'
about li inclu's thick; upper subsoil of slowly pormcabit' cla\ cxICIMIIII;; (<> ahoul (ho (op of (ho sho\ol; slowly porrur.iblo clay
loam, probably a liori/on of a buriod soil, oxtoiidinu to tho «hitc
caliiho; old rodfut Host (krotoviiia) at li»o top of the caliche.

SOURCE:

Soil Survey
Deaf Smith Co., Tx.
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
p. 15, (1968)
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ECOLOGY -

The dominant plant life exists in two categories: grasses and

trees.
The grasses are: buffalograss, bluegramma, and western wheatgrass.
The dominant trees are: Chinese Elm, Redberry Juniper, Cottonwood, Mesquite, Hackberry, and Oak.
The dominant animal life is: deer, prairie dogs, antelope,
and prairiechicken in limited numbers. More plentiful are quail,
dove, pheasant, various songbirds, badger, coyote, fox, rabbits and
small rodents.

Geese and ducks are found in and around the area

grain fields.^
WATER -

The area water bodies are Castro Creek, Palo Duro Creek, North

Palo Duro Creek, Tierra Blanca Creek, and various unnamed ponds.^
.Water drainage is channeled from the area by Tierra Blanca
Creek and Palo Duro Creek.
The Ogallala formation in northwest Deaf Smith County has little
effect on Hereford.

The Mantle of Loess produces deposits which help

make up the Pullman Series soils.'
Obtainable water comes from the shallow to deep wells, impounded
or lake water.

For Hereford, it comes from wells. Pure water is

found 30-400 feet.

The water supply is found within sand and gravel

deposits lying hear the surface.

These deposits are 150-500 feet

thick and the water bearing formations vary from 30-150 feet thick.
Depth to the water is 25-150 feet or more.

The potable water which

is yielded is "hard".^
The water supplier for Hereford is the City of Hereford.
maximum daily capacity is seven million G.P.D.
11 million G.P.D.

The

The peak load is

Storage Capacity overhead is 1.2 million gallons
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and on ground level (in various storage tanks) is 4 million gallons.^
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UTILITIES - Power lines are

et-AM<;A cZ.^'^<-

located above ground and run above the alley.

Power is supplied by Southwestern Public Service Co. and is distributed by them along with Deaf Smith Electric Coop.

Transmission

lines have sizes of 69 KV, 115 KV, and 230 KV.IO
Gas lines are located underground below the alley.
plied by Westar Co. and is distributed by Energas.

Gas is sup-

The line (city)

is 8".
The water line (main) is located underground along the Main
Street perimeter.H
The sewer lines are located underground, below the alley.
sewage is available over 75% of Hereford.
the site.

Storm

It is supplied 100% for

Sanitary sewage is covered for 100% of Hereford.

There is

a sewage treatment plant (lagoon type) with a capacity of 4,000,000
G.P.D.

Solid waste disposal is by landfill and incinerator 12

TOPOGRAPHY - The overall Hereford area has a general slope toward the
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east - southeast.
The site has less than a 3% slope, therefore, it shall be considered flat.

There is a slight grade from the middle of the site

sloping toward Samson St. and the other half slopes toward Main.
Water drains into culverts located at each corner of the block.1^
EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS - The site is currently covered by the First
National Bank at Hereford and its amenities.
Existing site dimensions are 175' by 140', an.: the rest of the
site (other side of the alley) is 300' by 140' making the total site
66,500 square feet.
The bank currently covers 10,500 square feet of ground space
with Main St., Third, the alley and Rutherfords (adjacent store on
N.W. side) as its boundries.
The rest of the site is covered by the drive-through branch and
customer/employee parking lot. The parking lot is surrounded by a
brick wall (3 ft- high), small oak trees, ground cover, and a sidewalk.

The wall extends along the Sampson and Third street sides with

the trees and ground cover on the street side of the wall with a
sidewalk seperating the wall/planting beds from the street.

Note:

The existing bank is to be removed, making way for the new bank
facilities.
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Existing bank viewed from across Main St. Seating area in front

Existing bank viewed from across Third Street

Wall
Planter

Parking lot is behind wall, planter and trees,
background.

Courthouse is in

View of drive-through branch from existing parking lot,
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ADJACENT SITES - The adjacent sites are utilized by retail businesses except for the Post Office (northwest adjacent block) and the County
Courthouse (northeast block).
The retail buildings are of masonry construction, each sharing
party walls. These buildings are 30 or more years old.

\^<:>fp^
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ACCESSABILITY - The site is accessable from all sides and from the alley.
There is on street parking on all surrounding streets. Parking on
Main is 45° angle parking as where the other three surrounding
streets have parallel parking capabilities.
Pedestrian access is from all sides as sidewalks (3-5 ft wide)
exist along both sides of all the streets.
TRAFFIC - The traffic overall in the downtown is minimal.

The only prob-

lems arise as a result of the Post Office, and the competition for
parking spaces.
The Post Office has a constant influx of incoming and outgoing
patrons, thus a constant flow of traffic.
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View of Courthouse
from inside the bank
parking lot.
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Ma in St

View of 1st National Bank and adjacent buildings,

View of stores across Main Street from the bank.
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The competition for parking spaces causes an increase in traffic
congestion, mainly during the noon hour and on Fridays.
People will try to shop a bit on their lunch hour, which causes
the temporary addition of traffic.

Everyone trying to deposit pay-

checks on Fridays also results in traffic congestion.
This traffic congestion is centered primarily on Main St.
These traffic patterns have continued for years and due to the
limitations in expansion possibilities of the roads, these trends
should continue for years to come.
VIEWS - The streets are lined with retail businesses etc., making use of
party walls, thus one's view is minimal to the surrounding area.
Vistas are formed along Main Street (looking from either direction).
The Main St. vista is penetrated at 90° an ;les as a result of the intersecting side streets.

The buildings lining Main St. are two

stories in height.
Each business has its own signage, ics own motif etc., resulting
in an erratic display of forms.

i ^

^
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Poor view behind the existing bank off the alley.

Parking lot is to

the right of the alley.

Vista formed along Main Street.

This view is looking northeast
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HUMAN COMFORT - Hereford is relativly small, such that one can travel from
end to end (by car) in 5-10 minutes.

The human scale is inviting to

shoppers, as well as patrons of the bank.
The only real infamous character disturbing human comfort in
Hereford is the smell produced by the "descendants" of the town's
name.

The feed lots along the outskirts of town create an odor due to

the excrement of cattle, much to the dislike of area residents. Although the smell is disturbing, it isn't enough to discourage people
from doing business locally.
The grain elevators on the south edge of town represent the basis
of the majority of Herefords labor force and/or affiliated businesses.
These tall white structures are in view from any place in town as well
as from miles around the town. They act as a landmark for locating
Hereford.
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Hereford is in a temperate zone with lows below freezing and highs
above 100°. The large fluctuation of temperatures indicates that
thought must be given to the thermal expansion/contraction of materials,
the possible need of solar energy to overcome the freezing temperatures,
and to cool during the hot days and nights.
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l ^ ^ t ^ g •PAT5>
The above chart indicates the large number of times tiiat heating
shall be required during the year as well as cooling.
Systems should be evaluated to see how cooling and heating can be
achieved the most effectively and efficiently.
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The minumum amounts of rain were indicated simply as a comparison
to the large amounts that have fallen. While the minimum rainfall affects the farmers, the large amounts will effect the bank.
The effects on the bank will be adequate roof drainage, drainage on
ground level to the storm sewers, and protection for clients, visitors,
and/or customers.
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The possibility for large amounts of snow accumulation indicates that
attention be given to structural quality, materials, and protection on
ground level and overhead for pedestrians (visitors, clients, and/or
customers).
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WIND

0 f^Aer^grr Miue

The above chart indicates that the prevailing winds are from the south
to southwest although the possibility and probability exists that winds
will come from most other directions.
The south oriented winds tend to bring in warm air and/or moisture
from the Gulf of Mexico.

The north winds tend to bring in cooler or cold

air.
While thought is put in as to how the warm or cool breezes effect the
site/building, one must keep in mind that there is an ongoing probability
that tornados will form in the area.

There must be adequate protection

against high winds (in excess of 100 mph).

Tornados can reach 200-300 mph.
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More than half the daysin most of the winter months have clear days,
with others being only partly cloudy - thus gaining the opportunity to
use passive solar technology.
In another sense, the sunny days provide natural illumination, and
the possibility for vegetation of many varieties.
One must also protect the buildings and pedestrians from the sun in
the summer months by shade etc.
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STRUCTURE - The applied structure must allow for the use of passive solar
energy to be applied to the First National Bank Building. This indicates uses of concrete, stone, bricks, or other materials of mass
which can obtain and radiate heat.
The building structural system must conform to the exterior
masonry materials required by code (see section on applicable codes).
Environmental elements must be resisted, such as: winds (with blowing
dust), tornados, rain, snow, and the suns radiation.
The possibility of large spans and volumes should be kept in
mind for public areas like: the lobby or community room.
The structural system should allow for mechanical ductwork to
run with or around it, in order to keep the ductwork hidden behind
the ceiling system.
MECHANICAL - The mechanical equipment must be comprised of select materials which will have a long life.

If a water is used, it must be

treated to discard and expel the minerals which are present in the
Hereford water, in order to avoid undue wear and clogging in the
system.
The heating and cooling systems must work in accordance with the
applied passive solar technologyThe heating and cooling system(s) should be operated by thermostatic control. The control ability should be variable in order to
attain the specific needs of all the different zones of the building.
(Zones: refers to the spaces of different use. Ef. - office, lobby,
community room, lounge, corridors, etc.)
The use of outside air must be monitored and/or controlled in a
way as to resist the odors produced by area feedlots.
Noise caused by the airflow through ducts, registers, or grills
must be controlled inwork areas (spaces where concentration by the
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client and/or employee is needed) opposed to areas where it can help
soften foot traffic noise or other disturbances; such areas are: the
lobby, restrooms, or corridors.
The mechanical system(s) should be easily accessable for maintenance purposes.
Noise produced by equipment must be limited and restrained to
its location along with the accompanying vibrations.
Ventilation is required, especially for areas of equipment, restrooms, public congregation, or computer use.
The system(s) should be applicable to change. Expansion and
flexibility are necessary in the case of space reuse.
WATER MOVEMENT - The pipe material should be relatively smooth (on the
inside) to resist as much mineral deposits as possible as the Hereford
water is 'hard'.
Water service is needed for restrooms, maids rooms, employee
lounge, dental offices, community room (kitchen), drinking fountains,
and mechanical equipment.
Water should be heated by a simple system, since there is only a
small demand where hot water is needed.
Hot water pipes must be adequately insulated and structured to
leave air traps at the top of the vertical runs to avoid the hammering
action.
Materials should be used for long-term use and maintenance reduction.
The system should be expansionable for reasons of the possibility
of space convertibility.
ELECTRICITY - Adequate incoming electricity is needed to power lights,
machines, equipment, movement systems, and possibly security systems
(in the case of sevurity) backup power (auxiliary) will be necessary
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in case of power failure.
The materials should be high quality to keep maintenance and insurance costs down.
ENCLOSURE - The bank facilities must be seperated from the office facilities due to the different usage times. The bank must be able to operate seperately from the security systems.

(See section on Security)

Glazing can be operable to allow for natural breezes but must
also resist weather and seperate the inside temperature from the outside as much as possible. The glazing should also be protected against
possible breakins to prohibic bank robbery.
Different enclosures should be utilized within the office facilities, besides those specialized offices.

Such enclosures should be

oriented in a way to have seperate private offices, private offices
with secretaries, and groupings of private offices with common secretary/reception area.
Use natural light where possible

avoid problems with glare -

20=1 light intensity ratio).
The interior should act as a haven from the harsh outdoors.
Give the interior some qualities of the outdoors which are not possible (year-round) in the actual environment in order to give people
a comfortable setting different form what they are used to.
Enclosure materials (exterior) should last thirty, or more,
years as well as being compatable with the structural system.
Interior enclosures should be done with the thought in mind for
durability, expandability, or even convertibility in the case of
space reuse.
PEOPLE MOVEMENT SYSTEMS - Easy (trouble free) vertical movement shall be
incorporated into the building for clients, employee's, visitors,
maintenance, or service. The chosen system(s) must provide quick
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accessability noticable from all public interior locations, ease of
movement, adequate lighting, and ease of service (maintenance) use.
There must be more than one operating system, due to the bank
operating seperately from the office facilities.
HEALTH SAFETY - The effectiveness of garbage dumping locations inside the
building is vital to the ease and inconspicousness of removing it.
The large volumes of waste stored outdoors, should remain inconspicuous to those people who venture along the alleyway where dumpsters
must be located.
The easier waste can be removed and centrally located for removal
from teh site, then there is an increased ability to maintain cleanliness (realisticly and visually).

Also, waste deposits in the lounge,

kitchen (community room), or restroom areas, where damp or organic
materials accumulate, must be deposited in containers which will limit
odors from intensifying and spreading.
LIFE SAFETY - To maintain safety standards, fire codes must be adhered to
(see Codes section).

Unobstructed modes of egress, stairwells set

apart from the building air movement systems, adequate protective devices guarding against walking or falling through windows, fire resistant materials (as much as possible), use of 'panic bars' on the
exterior doors are a few examples of safety concerns to be dealt with
along with all codes prescribed in the Codes section.
On the exterior, pedestrians should be protected from natural
elements such as: wind, rain, snow, dust, etc.
SECURITY - There must be constantly operating security system(s) during both
the business and 'off hours, everyday of the year.

There should be

2 systems: one for the bank and another for the offices.
The system(s) must protect people, as well as money, stocks, bonds,
files, equipment, and vaults.
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While the bank may be secured during "off" hours or holidays, the
public spaces (community room) and the offices should be able to function normally.
In order to adhere to client specifications, the security system
may not include the use of armed guards.

GOALS Gi
OBJECTIVES
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GOAL - The bank and office facilities should project an image of safety.
security, spaciousness, prestige, and the elite.
OBJECTIVE - Provide large spaces for all aramenities of the such as:
- Provide a space for the Commercial Loan Officers, Installment Loan
Officers, Trust Officer, V.P. and Cashier, and the President to operate privately and publicly with customers and other employees.
- Provide secretaries, clerks, accounting persons, bookkeepers with adequate work space in which they will be free to move.
- Provide tellers with adequate working space for seating, standing
and/or walking.
- Provide a large directors room and additional conference space with
a positive atmosphere through the use of color, texture, material,
and form.
- A large vault shall be provided for storage use and so those people
wishing to use their safety deposit box without a claustrophobic
feeling.
- Large storage spaces shall be provided for materials used by the bank
like: printers, paper, returned mail, stationary, outdated machines
etc.
- Bookshelves shall be implemented in a general area for storage and use
by emplyees.
- The lobby shall be of a grand stature.

It must give the customer a

proud and safe feeling to be doing business with this establishment.
- A comfortable lounge shall be included for the employees.

It shall

be of a human scale, inviting, and warm.
- The vertical movement system(s) must be inviting along with the horizontal system (corridors).

They must be of a nature to cause people

to stop and enjoy the space, and meet their sensual and tactile needs
through paintings, murals, plaques, lighting, form, color, or vege--
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tation.
- The restrooms should have enough expanse so that people don't collide
entering or exiting and should be kept clean.
'^°^1 ~ Offices should be conducive to both the client's needs as well as
the employee's, through comfort, seating, air temperature, lighting.
Objective - Office seating will be provided for employees, lounge seating
will be provided for clients.
- A seperate area shall be provided for prof./client contact besides
that inhuman contact across a large desk (Eg. seating around a coffee
table).
Goal - Provide a community room to meet needs of the public.
Objective - The room shall be large enough to handle functions by any of the
200 organizations or any exhibits that might be displayed.
- Kitchen facilities shall be incorporated.
Goal - There should be an adequate structured system for the reuse of office
spaces.
Objective - Allow for convertability through the use of non-load-bearing
walls.
- Allow for flexibility through the use of movable particians.
Goal - There should be comfortable seating for those people visiting the
bank and offices, giving them a chance to be relaxed.
Objective - Provide Lounge seating as opposed to Office seating in the offices.
Goal - The bank should be structured for an organized pattern of which customers (those using bank and office services) and visitors (those using the community room or ones who just want to look and see what is
in the building) will not be confused in their chosen direction.
Objective - Provide an adequate description of spaces which will direct individuals into a public area.
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- Make it obvious where restrooms and vertical movement systems are
located.
- Provide an adequate system to direct individuals to the various banking ammenities (teller space should be the most pronounced).
Goal - There should be a relation between the bank and the Hereford area.
Objective - The bank building should relate to the adjacent site of the
county courthouse, without demeaning or making a mockery of it.
- The bank building should not overshadow the courthouse (scale).
Goal - There should be outdoor seating conducive to human comfort (physically and psychologically).
Objective - The seating shall be an integral part of the site.
- The integration can be accmoplished through the use of texture, color
and/or form.
- The seating must accomodate the passerby who wants to sit and relax
for just a few moments as well as those who might rest for awhile or
wait on another individual.
- The seating shall protect the individuals from weather (primarily sun,
rain, and snow).
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PROJECT SUMMARY

Through the years, little thought has been given to the forms that
buildings take within the Hereford business district.

This lack of atten-

tion to form provides a most opportunistic time for a designer.

It is a

time where one can lay the foundation for a new and aesthically improved
Hereford business district.
The First National Bank of Hereford has been an inspiration in the
past for ideas to improve Hereford, not just its looks but also its cultural bakcground and meaning, and then assisted in carrying the ideas out.
The bank currently supports community and cultural events.

Since the

First National Bank tends to be centered within community involvement, it
acts as the backbone of the town.
In order to gain notice and provide better services to new comers and
current residents the First National Bank has decided to expand.

Besides

the expansion of current bank offices, the addition of a community room.,
and lease offices shall be built.
The additions shall necessitate some long span structures along with
the convertibility and flexibility of office space.

Also to attain the

elite image, high quality materials, and methodologies should be incorporated.
The cost considerations are a positive point about the project.

First,

there is already some existing negetation that can be relocated, the bank
already posesses the machines which assist the employees with their functions, and their will be a return on the office space investment which will
turn to profit after 6-8 years.
The addition of space in both the bank and office areas also create
areas for new jobs.
The budget given for new construction was ten to twelve million dollars and the estimated cost has come in way under the budget.

^

^

CODES
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The following statements are from the Hereford City Code, and are the only
points which pertain to the site at hand from this reference.
1)

Exterior walls are to be made of stone, brick or concrete. The roof
is to be made of slate, metal composition, or any other noncombustable
material.

2) Awnings must be built entirely of noncombustable material or be covered and sealed with a noncombustable material.
3)

The building height must be limited to a height of three stories or
45 feet unless it is composed of fireproof materials and construction.

4)

The exterior walls must be 12 inches thick or 8 inches if the building
is only one story.

5) All exterior and division party walls must have parapets 12 inches
thick and extend 3 feet above the roof.
All other regulations and codes abide by the following:
National Electrical Code (ANSI/NFPA)
Uniform Building Code
Life Safety Code
Suggested Plumbing Code
Zoning and Building Permit Ordinances - Hereford, Tx.

Note:

The Suggested Pltrinbing Code is published by the Texas Municipal
League, Austin, Tx. and has been adopted by the City of Hereford.

Note:

The above information was gathered from the City Inspector at
Hereford.
Personal interview with Bill Phipps, November 9, 1983.
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CATEGORY

SPACE

I.S.F.

G.S.F.

400
175

480
210

1050

1260

440
200
220
150
150

528
240
264
180
180

Accessable to
Public
(private offices)
5
4
2

President
President
Commercial Loan @ \
Installment Loan @ 110
Trust
Agriculture @ 110
Customer Service
Probate Office
TOTAL

(open offices, no
walls except for
vault)
8
3

Reception
Tellers @ 62.5
Notetellers (a 62.5
New Accounts
Executive Secretary
Secretaries
File Area
Safe Deposit Vault
Vault Custodian
Lobby
M.M.
ATM
TOTAL

Community Accessability

320
500
187.5

330
75
180
100
700
75
130
75
40

3342gsf

384
600
225
396
90
216
120
840
90
156
90
48

2812.5

3325

2400

2880

2500

3000

225
165
400

270
198
480

Community Room
TOTAL

Open Area

2785nsf

Lobby and Waiting
TOTAL

Nonaccessable to
Public
(private offices)

V.P. and Cashier
Asst. Cashier
Credit Analysis
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(open)

yp.B.X. Room
yBookkeeping
t^ Proof Room
Receiving
TOTAL

(meeting or
gathering areas
for employees)

Other Banking
Areas

120

144

1200

1440

400
180

480
216

2690nsf

550
280
750
750
420
16

3228gsf

660
336
900
900
504

Board of Directors
Directors Lounge
Conference Rooms @ 250
Employee Lounge
Examining and Training
Telephone Room
Future Expansion Area

1600

19.2
1920

TOTAL

4366

5239.2

700
120
24
900
275
200

28.8
1080

2219

2662.8

Reception/Waiting
Secretary
Office (Dentist)
Treatment
Hygiene
Lab

150
150
150
184
120
120

180
180
180
220.8
144
144

TOTAL

874

1048.8

Waiting
Reception/Secretary
Refraction Rooms 0 168
Treatment
Nurse Office

136
150
336
120
56

163.2
403.2

TOTAL

798

957.6

General Storage
Coat/Closet/Storage 0 30
Bookshelves
Vault
Vault
Vault (record storage)
TOTAL

840
144
300
240

Office Lease Space
Dental

Optometry

180
144
67.2

90
General Lease Space

Private Office
Storage
10
0

0150
@ 10
160

1600

1920

15

0225
g 10
235

3525

4230

25

Double Office
0300
0 10
Storage
Secretary/Wai ti ng 0110
0 10
Storage
0
430

10750

12900

20

Grouped Private
Offices (in fours
but can vary)
Storage
Each group contains (besides
the offices):
Conference Room
Secretary
Secretary Storage
(a

19200

23040

35075nsf

42090gsf

0 40

200

240

0160
0160

640
640

768
768

1480

1776

57,299.5

68,759.4

0150x4
0 10

0200
0140
0 10

960

TOTAL

Other

Maid/Janitor closet
Restrooms
4 Men
4 Women
TOTAL

Building Total
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ENDNOTES

Note:

The bank information was received from the following sources:
Personal interview with Lynton Allred, October 17, 1983.
Personal interview with Lynton Allred, November 9, 1983.
Personal interview with Jim Sears, August 24, 1983.
Personal interview with Jim Sears, November 9, 1983.

Note:

The office information was received from the following sources:
John Hancock Callender, ed.. Time Saver Standards for Architectural

Design Data, (New York, N.Y.:

McGraw Hill Book Co., 1974).

Personal interview with Jim Sears, November 9, 1983.

COST
ANALYSIS
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OFFICE COST
Building System

44,984 sq. f t . gross
$/S.F.

Foundations

3.26

Floors on Grade

2.58

Superstructure

13.73

Roofing

.04

Exterior Walls

8.77

Particians

4.76

Wall Finishes

3.33

Floor Finishes

3.40

Ceiling Finishes

2.52

Conveying Systems

5.58

Specialties

1.77

Fixed Equipment

2.52

HVAC

8.16

Plumbing

3.26

Electrical

4.22
$68.00/S.F.

$68 X .81 (cost adjustment factor for this area)
= $55.08/S.F

44,984 SF
X

$55.08/SF

$2,477,718.7

Cost of offices

9 4
BANK COST
Building System

23,775 sq. ft. gross
$ / S.F.

Foundations

3 .17

Floors on Grade

.59

Superstructure

15 . 6 2

Roofing

.05

Exterior Walls

13, .46

Particians

7,.33

Wall Finishes

4,.06

Floor Finishes

3,.27

Ceiling Finishes

2,.48

Conveying Systems

7.,23

Specialties

1.,88

Fixed Equipment

20. 20

HVAC

9. 60

Plumbing

3 . 47

Electrical

6. 14

$99/S.F.
$99 X .81 (cost adjustment factor for this area)
= $80.19/S.F.
23,775 SF
X

$80.19/SF

$1,906,517.3

Cost of bank facilities
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SITE IMPROVEMENTS
Site improvements will consist of about 6% of total cost,
$4,384,236
X

Bldg. Cost

.06

$263,054.16

Improvements cost

EXTPJ^S
Geared elevator cabs
estimate 4 @ $66,440 = $265,760.00
Interior furnishings

8% of bldg. cost for offices
12% of bldg. cost for banks

8% X $2,477,718.7 = $198,217.5
12% X $1,906,517-3 = $228,782.08
Total Furnishings

$426,999.58

TOTAL COST
$2,477,718.7

office cost

$1,906,517-3

bank cost

$

263,054.16

site improvements

$

265,760.00

elevator cabs

$

426,999.58

furnishings

$5,340,049.70

Total Bldg. Cost
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PROJECT ESCALATION
The building would be built 1 year from now.

The construction time

would be approximately 1 year, thus project excalation to construction midpoint would be 18 months from now.

5,340,049.70

Using a single Compound formula
F = P (1 + d ) ^

where

F is the future sum
P is present worth
d is interest rate
N is # of interest periods

F = 5,340,049.7 (1 = .006)18

note:

F = 5,340,049.7 (1.1136883)

.006 is inflation rate
^^"^ """"^^ "^^''^ ^^ ^^°
per year.

F = 5,947,150.8

Cost at construction midpoint = $5,947,150.8
RATE OF RETURN
Since the bank and office are coming from seperate funds, the bank
shall not be included in the survey for rate of return on the investment.

The bank is an investment for the future of its exist-

ence and growth and is considered more as a need.
The office facilities are an investment.

Offices in this part of

the State of Texas range as follows:
med quality - 58c/ft^/month
high quality (elite) - 92c/ft^/month
Since one criteria for the project is one of image standard (elite)
then:

New office

37,487 S.F
X $.92/S.F
$34,488.04
Monthly
Income

34,488.04
2^
12 month/yr
$413,856.48 Yearly
Income
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$413,856.48 is net rate of return for one year.

To recover the

total net cost it will take 6 years.

ENDNOTES
1982 Dodge Manual for Bldg Construction Pricing and Scheduling,
(New York, N.Y.:

McGraw Hill Book Co., 1981), p. 1-68.

FIRST NAT

DETAILED
SPACE LIST

99

Proof Machine

1 00

Microfilmer

Microfiche Reader/Printer

101

Microfiche Reader

Computer Terminal

1 02

Printer

Envelope P r i n t e r f o r Statements

w m%-

1 03

Paper Copier

Check Protectograph

1 04

Paper Shredder

Rolo-Dex Storage

1 05

Heavy Duty Paper Cutter

Metal Plate Maker for Personalizing CEecks

1 06

Printer

These machines are located in the bookkeeping area. A computer terminal
and printer are located in the V.P. and Cashiers office and in the Note
Tellers area.

Note:

Terminals will eventually be placed in other office areas as space
has been alloted for such; yet, they are not part of the office
equipment yet.

1 0 7
President's Office

R O O ^ 101

1 "ser

400 s.f.

Function:

Used to support President's public functions,
Meet with clients and employees.

Quality:

light - 70 f.c.
mech - 10-30 cfm
acoustical ceiling
windows oriented toward public areas

Furnishings:

desk - executive

36"x84"

office chair (3)
lounge chair (7)
small tables (2) 36"x36"
credenza
carpet
task lighting
drapes

18"x84"

1 08
President's Office

Room 102

1 user

400 s.f.

note: private office

Function: To support President's private functions.
Desk work, calculations (isolated from distractions).

Quality: light - 70 f.c.
mech - 10-30 cfm
acoustical ceiling

Furnishings:

desk 36"x84"
office chair (1)
lounge chair (2)
2 credenzas 18"x84"
carpet

1 09
Commercial Loan

Roon,s 103-107

5 users

1050 s.f.

Function: Space for loan officers to work and meet with clients,

Quality: light - 70 c.f.
mech - 10-30 cfm
acoustical ceiling
windows oriented toward public area

Furnishings: desk - executive 36"x84'
office chair (3)
lounge chairs (4)
small table (1) 36"x36"
credenza
carpet

18"x84"
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110
Installment Loan

Rooms 108-111

4 users

Function:

Quality:

400 s.f.

Space for loan officers to work and meet with clients.

light - 70 f.c.
mech - 10-30 cfm
acoustical ceiling
windows oriented toward public areas

Furnishings:

desk - executive

36"x84"

office chair (3)
credenza
carpet

18"x84"

111
Trust Office

Room 112

1 user

200 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

Space for trust officer to meet with clients and employees.

light - 70 f.c.
mech - 10-30 cfm
acoustical ceiling
windows oriented toward public areas

Furnishings:

desk - 36"x72"
office chairs (3)
credenza

18"x72"

lounge chairs (3)
small table

36"x36"

112
Agriculture Offices

Rooms 113-114

2 users

Function:

220 s.f.

Space for Agriculture officers to meet with clients and conduct
their business alone.

Quality:

light - 70 f.c.
mech - 10-30 cfm
acoustical ceiling
windows oriented toward semi-public areas

Furnishings: desk - 36"x72"
office chairs (3)
credenza

18"x72"

113
Customer Service

Room 115

1 user

150 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

To assist customers in matters with their account(s).

light - 70-80 f.c.
mech - 30-40 cfm
acoustical ceiling
windows oriented toward public/semi-public areas

Furnishings:

Three part desk at 42" each part divided by 36" high
partitians
3 office chairs (on public side)

Note:

Employees in bookkeeping help customers in this area locate in
connection with the bookkeeping area.

1 14

Probate Room

Room 116

6 users

150 s.f.

Function:

Meeting area between bank employees, clients and lawyers to
discuss the conditions of a deceased person's financial
belongings.

Quality:

light - 70 f.c.
mech - 20-30 cfm
acoustical ceiling
located near the safe deposit vault and away from the main public
flow

Furnishings:

large meeting desk (round or square)
60" radius or 48"x72"
office chairs (4-6)

11 5
Reception

Room 117

2 users

320 s.f.

Function:

To assist customers with directions and answers that might be
asked about the bank's operations.

Quality:

light - 50-70 fc
mech - 100 cfm
can have a high or low ceiling

Furnishings:

2 part desk

30"xl92"

2 office chairs

1 16
•^elle^s

Roo^ 118

S users

500 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

To deal with the public with paying and receiving.

light - 100 f.c.
mech - 50-60 cfm

Furnishings:

8 compartment desk 60" off the floor with partitians between
each section
Lower desk behind teller windows for the employee to conduct
set tasks
8 stools with backrests

11 7
Note Tellers

Room 119

4 users

Function:

Quality:

187.5 ft2

To handle the payments of notes due.

light - 70 fc
mech - 50 cfm

Furnishings:

4 teller compartments
4 stools with backrests

1 18
New Accounts

Room 120

3 users

330 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

To set up accounts with new customers.

70 fc at each station
mech 50 cfm

Furnishings:

desk

36"x72"

credenza

(3)

18"x36"

office chairs
task lighting

(3)

119
Executive Secretary

Room 121

1 user

180 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

To serve President and trust officer.

light - 70 fc
mech - 10-30 cfm
oriented close to the public

Furnishings:

desk

36"x72"

office chair (1)
typing desk
credenza

18'x48"

task lighting

1 20
Secretaries

Room 122

3 users

180 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

To serve the commercial and installment loan officers.

light - 70 fc
mech - 10-30 cfm
oriented close to the public

Furnishings:

desk

36"x72" (3)

office chairs (3)
typing desks
task lighting

(3)

If]

121
Secretary File Area

Room 123

2 users

100 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

Contain filing cabinets,

light - 50-70 fc
mech - 10-20 cfm
protect against fire

Furnishings:

filing cabinets

I'll

122
Safe Deposit Vault

Room 124

1 user (and public)

100 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

Contain safe deposit boxes and cash vault.

light - 50 fc
massive walls (fireproof, burglarproof)
vault door
separate security system installed

Furnishings:

safe deposit boxes
table for cash vault 36"x72"
shelves in cash vault

1 23
Safe Deposit Vault Custodian
1 user

Function:

Quality:

Room 125
75 s.f.

To monitor safe deposit vault and assist customers.

light - 70 fc
mech - 10-30 cfm
locate next to the vault

Furnishings:

desk

36"x72"

credenza

18"x60"

office chairs (3)
task lighting

1 24
Safe Deposit Lobby

Room 126

4 users

130 s.f.

Function:

Waiting area before safe deposit vault custodian assists
customers with their safe deposit box.

Quality:

light - 50-70 fc
mech - 10-30 cfm

Furnishings:

carpet
lounge chairs (4)

125
A.T.M.

Room 128

public - user

Function:

40 s.f.

To serve public with paying/receiving functions without
dealing with a teller.

Quality:

light - 40 fc
fireproof structure and encased to prevent vandalism

Furnishings:

A.T.M. (automatic teller machine)

1 26
Bank Lobby

ROO^I

public - user

Function:

Quality:

I29

2500 s.f.

To allow customers and visitors a place for waiting or resting,

large span (structure)
light - 50 f.c.
mech - 2500 cfm
acoustical materials to reduce the source of echoes on the hard
floors (30 d b)
tile floor

Furnishings:

lounge chairs (20-25)
small tables (7-8) round or square
check counter 108"x36" at 2
adding machines

1 27
Community Room

R O O ^ 130

public - user

Function:

Quality:

2400 s.f.

To serve community groups for meetings, exhibits, silent auctions.

large spans (structure)
light - 50 f.c.
mech 2500 cfm
acoustical considerations
ability to operate apart from the rest of the facilities
(security)

Furnishings:

storage space for collapsable chairs and tables
kitchen facilities (refrigerators, sink, cabinets, range)
plumbing
electrical wiring for appliance connections
dishwasher

128
Vice President and Cashier

Room 131

1 user

225 s.f.

Function:

To oversee all teller, accounting, bookkeeping, and other day to
day operations besides loans.

Quality:

light - 70 f.c.
mech - 20-30 cfm
acoustical ceiling
glass oriented toward bookkeeping area

Furnishings:

desk - executive

36"x84'

office chairs (3)
credenza

18"x84"

lounge chairs (3)
small table
carpet
drapes
task lighting

36"x36" (1)

129
Assistant Cashier

Room 132

1 user

155 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

To assist cashier in overseeing bank operations besides loans.

light - 70 f.c.
mech - 20-30 cfm
acoustical ceiling
glass oriented toward bookkeeping area

Furnishings:

desk

36"x72"

office chairs (3)
credenza

18"x72"

carpet
task lighting

130
Credit Analysis
Room 133
3 users
400 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

To check credit on people applying for loans, etc.

light - 70 f.c.
mech - 30 cfm
acoustical ceiling

Furnishings:

desk 36"x72" (4)
office chairs (4)
credenza
tables

18"x60" (1)
36"x72" (2)

counter 36"x72"

131
P.B.X. Room

Room 134

1 user

120 s.f.

note:

Function:

Quality:

locate next to reception

Switchboard operator (handles phone calls)

light - 70 f.c.
mech - 10-20 cfm
acoustical ceiling

Furnishings:

desk

36"x96"

office chair
P.B.X.
carpet
task lighting
unnoticeable area for phone wiring

1 32
Bookkeeping

Room 135

6 users

Function:

1200 s.f.

To maintain all books, prepare statements, and attend to customer
service needs.

Quality:

light - 70 f.c.
mech - 1200 cfm
acoustical ceiling

Furnishings: desks

36"x72" (5)

office chairs
tables

(8)

36"x72" (6)

carpet
task lighting

1/1

1 33
Proof Room

Room 136

3 users

480 s.f.

Function:

To proofread checks to check for signatures, and validity of
dates.

Quality:

light - 70-100 f.c.
mech - 40-50 cfm
acoustical ceiling

Furnishings:

3 proof machines
office chairs (3)
carpet

36"x96"

1 34
Receiving

Room 137

employees - user

180 s.f.

Function:

Area to unload supplies, equipment, etc., and for ease in
movement to put supplies in storage.

Quality:

light - 50 f.c.
mech - 70-80 cfm
noise - 50 db

Furnishings:

tile or concrete floor
wide doors (4')

135
Board of Directors

Room 138

12 users

550 s.f.

note:

Function:

Quality:

locate next to directors' lounae

To serve as a meeting area for the board members.

light - 70 f.c.
mech - 30 cfm
atmosphere for concentration

Furnishings:

large round table (8' radius or the equivalent in rectangular
form)
office chairs (12)
lounge chairs (2)
small corner table 36"x36"
carpet

136
Directors' Lounge

R^^^ 139

^ "^^"^^

280 s.f.

Function:

To serve as an area for the directors to relax and have a coffee
break.

Quality:

light - 50 f.c.
mech - 10-30 cfm
acoustical ceiling

Furnishings:

lounge chairs (6-8)
small tables

36"x36" (2)

snack machine
counter for small refrigerator and coffee machine
water fountain
sink
plumbing

137
Conference Room

Rooms 140-142

employees - users

note:

Function:

Quality:

750 s.f.

3 like rooms (250 s.f. each)

Area for employees and clients to meet.

light - 70 f.c.
mech - 10-30 cfm
acoustical ceiling

Furnishings:

table 42"x84"
office chairs (8)
carpet

138
Employee Lounge

Room 143

15 users

750 s.f.

Function:

To serve as an area for the employees to relax, drink coffee, eat
a snack.

Quality:

light - 50 f.c.
mech - 200 cfm
acoustical ceiling

Furnishings:

lounge chairs (25)
small tables

(10)

counter with sink
plumbing
refrigerator
microwave oven
snack and Coke machine
carpeting

1 39
Examining and Training

Room 144

8 users

420 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

For the employees to train for certain tasks.

light - 70 f.c.
mech - 40 cfm
acoustical ceiling

Furnishings:

tables

42"x72" (8)

office chairs

(20)

carpet
microfilm machines (2)

140
Telephone Room
Room 145
1 user
16 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

For employees to make private call:

40 f.c. - light

Furnishings: wall phone
small table shelf
lounge chair
carpet

1 41
Future Expansion Area
Room 146
1600 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

To be left bare and will be adapted to some use in the future.

suspended ceiling
light - 70 f.c.
mech - 1000 cfm (disconnected)

Furnishings:

none

142
General Storage
Room 147
employees - user
700 s.f.

note:

this area can be divided

into more than one area

Function:

Quality:

To serve any storage needs.

light - 50 f.c.

Furnishings:

tile floor
shelves

113

143
Closet/Storage

Room 148

employees - user

120 s.f.

note:

Function:

Quality:

4 closets (each 30 s.f.)

To serve as personal storage for employees (coats, hats, etc.)

50 f.c. - light

Furnishings:

bar to hang clothes on
hanger
shelf above hanging bar

14 4
Bookshelves

Room 149

employees - user

Function:

Quality:

24 s.f.

To serve as reference area for the employees' use.

lighting shall come from corridor areas

Furnishings:

shelves for books
swinging double doors that can be kept closed when not in use

145
Vaults

Rooms 150-152

employees - user

1375 s.f.

note:

Function:

Quality:

3 vaults (900, 275, 200 s.f.)

To store records and other materials deemed valuable by the bank.

massive walls
fireproof
security system installed

Furnishings

1 46
Reception Waiting

Room 153

5 users

150 s.f.

Function:

Area for people to fill out forms as directed by receptionist and
wait for the dentist.

Quality:

3 walls unbroken by doorways allowing seating for 5-7 people
incandescent lighting - 50 f.c.
mech - 10-30 cfm

Furnishings:

lounge chairs (6) (couch optional)
small table for magazines
carpet

147

Secretary

Room 154

1 user

150 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

Keep books, and help control flow of patients.

full visual control of waiting and treatment areas
light - 70 f.c.
storage area (out of the way)
mech - 10-30 cfm

Furnishings:

desk
counter

148
Office (Dentist)
Room 155
1 user
150 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

Area for dentist to conduct private paperwork or consultation.

light - 70 f.c.
mech - 10-30 cfm
storage area
privately located

Furnishings:

desk

36"x72" (or table)

office chair (1)
lounge chairs (2)

149

Treatment

Room 156

2 users

184 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

Area to treat patients.

light - 100 f.c. (1000 f.c. to oral cavity)
acoustical ceiling
provide HjO, Og
mech - 10-30 cfm
noise 30-40 db
fireproof materials where O2 is used

Furnishings:

sink (wash basin)
counters with drawers for instruments
rolling tray (to carry and hold instruments being used)
dental chair
stool

1 50
Hygiene
Room 157
2 users
120 s.f.

Function:

Note:

To serve as an extra treatment room.

for quality and furnishings. . .see "treatment room"

1 51
Lab
Room 158
2 users
120 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

Area for sterilization, storage for supplies, x-ray. etc.

100 f.c.
10-30 cfm
acoustical ceilings
fireproof walls, counters

Furnishings:

x-ray
trays
lab counters
stools
darkroom

152
Waiting

Room 159

5 users

136 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

Area for patients to wait before they see the doctor.

50 f.c. - incandescent lighting
10-30 cfm
comfortable, relaxing atmosphere

Furnishings:

seating for 6 (lounge)
table for magazines
carpet

153
Reception/Secretary

Room 160

1 user

150 s.f.

Function:

Quality:

To keep books and control flow of patients.

70 f.c. - light
10-30 cfm - mech
view of entire waiting area

Furnishings:

desk
counter
storage area
sliding glass windows
office chairs (2)
carpet

1 54
Refraction Rooms

Rooms 161-162

2 users

335 s.f.

note:

Function:

Quality:

2 rooms (168 s.f. each)

Area where optometrist examines patients.

need a 15-20 foot lane for reading charts during examination
control of amount of light at any particular time

Furnishings:

examining chair
stools
trial lenses
refracting accessories
slit lamp
perimeter tangent screen
desk

36"x72"

office chairs (2)
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Treatment Room

Room 163

2 users

120 s.f.

Function:

note:

To serve as an additional refraction/examination room.

see "refraction room" for details
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Nurse's Office

Room 164

1 user

Function:

Quality:

56 s.f.

Area for consultation and additional bookkeeping.

light - 70 f.c.
mech - 10-30 cfm
storage

Furnishings:

desk

36"x72"

office chairs (3)
carpet
task lighting
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Private Offices with Storage
'' ' ' ' ' '

Rooms 165-189
5125 s.f.

note: 10 offices at 160; 15 offices at 235

Function: To serve the leasor's needs,

Quality:

light - 70 f.c.
mech - 10-30 cfm
acoustical ceiling
windows (if they are wanted)

Furnishings: desk
office chairs
lounge chairs
carpet
task lighting
power for computer connections
file cabinets
storage space

note: number of furnishings will vary according to the size of office
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Double Office with Secretary
'^^ users

Rooms 190-114
10,750 s.f.

note: 25 double offices with secretary at 430 s.f.

Function: To serve the leasor's needs with space for a secretary who
attends the needs of each double office grouping.

note: see section on "private offices" for details and number of furnishings
wi11 vary
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Grouped Offices with Secretary
100 users

19,200 s.f.

note:

Function:

Rooms 115-134

20 groupings with secretary at 960 s.f.

To serve the leasor's needs with space for a secretary who
attends the needs of each office grouping
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Restrooms

Rooms 135-143

public - user

Function:

1400 s.f.

To serve the biological needs of people and to clean ones' hands,
face, etc.

Quality:

materials for easy cleaning and disinfecting
light - 40-50 f.c.
mech - 60-70 cfm
acoustical ceilings
plumbing

Furnishings:

lavatories
water closets
urinals (for Tien)
mirrors
floor drains
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Maid/Janitor Closet

Room 144

custodial personnel - user

200 s.f.

Function:

To store custodial supplies.

Quality:

light - 50 f.c.
tile or concrete floor

Furnishings:

shelves
walkspace
slop - sink
floor drains
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ENDNOTES

Note:

The bank and o f f i c e information was received from the following
sources:

Personal interview with Jim Sears, November 9, 1983.
John Hancock Callender, ed.. Time Saver Standards for Architectural
Design Data, (New York, N.Y.:

McGraw Hill Book Co., 1974).
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF AMARILLO
Architect:

I.

II.

III.

3D/International Architecture Division

Site Location - Amarillo, Texas
1. The site is on a "flat, lonely plateau."!
2. The site is surrounded by streets on all four sides.
3. Adjacent buildings are tall.
4. There are strong winds with blowing dust.
5. There is harsh sun.
6. Four small parks exist - one along each side of the
building.
Sense
1. The idea that a "Bank as a Civic Space"^ could exist
came up. This idea evolved from thinking of human
movement and comfort.
2. Although a bank exists, why shouldn't it be an inviting space?
3. There needed to be an "image of performance, quality, resourcefulness, accessability, openness,
warmth, directness, identification with the region,
and friendliness"3 thus brought the use of the atrium
in.
4. Security was needed and there came about a room to
monitor 32 t.v. screens.^
A. By having adequate security, there put an ease
to customer's minds making the link between the
environment and the building much closer together.
Fit
1. For the capacity of spaces to match the pattern of
people, the ouilding became a "large envelope"^ with
individual departments having access to one another.
A. The close proximity required, necessitated a
non-highrise with a central core space (acrium).
2. The main and first levels are the banking departments.
A. The departments are both private and openly
arranged.
B. Open lounges occur at diamonded corners to reflect the site plan and give comfort to the
users.^
3. User Groups
A. Clients, customers, employees of bank and the
office space
4. Activities
A. Banking business
B. Office business
C. Dining, art programs, barber shop
D. Atrium space
1. The atrium lightens up the entire building
space.
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2.

The atrium has a fountain and vegetation,
which absorb the sound of people's footsteps - thus not allowing the hollow sounds
and feeling of lonliness that usually accompany large expanse spaces.

IV.

Vitality
1. This bank is two levels high and adjoins a four
level parking garage by a tunnel.
2. Interior
A. The first level begins the atrium.
B. A stair, offset to the square opening of the
second floor by a turn of 45*, helps reflect the
site plan as well as giving a dynamic nature
to the vertical movement system.
C. The atruim extends the full length up with skylights at the top.
D. Interior balconies occur at each level, giving
visual access to the other offices and departments.
E. A sculptural fountain extends through the
atrium.
3. Exterior
A. The exterior building form is essentially a
square offset 4 5"to form a diamond within the
square site.
B. Windows are solar bronze, and are deeply sunk
to protect the interior from direct sunlight and
to emphasize the massive structure.10
C. The corners of the building are cut out (diamonded) to allow for the four side parks and
easy access and egress.

V.

Efficiency
1. The recessed windows minimize heat gain and glare.
2. Low level massive buildings reflect the West Texas
environment of flat, open land with harsh weather.
3. The atrium controls the business atmosphere, along
with its ammenities, to a more personable level.
It is an inviting space with its openness and natural light.
A. Office space is always filled and the tenants
usually bank with their landlord-'--'- thus improving the bank's economy and in turn the bank
attracts many people who may then want to use
the services offered by the different offices.
4. One negative aspect of the building is that there
isn't enough space for more tenants.
5. Another negative aspect is that the constant use
of the square form with diamonded corners might
cause confusion for a persons intended direction.
6. Money was saved on this project by the "fast track"
process. $1 million was saved leaving the final cost
at $18 million. •'-3
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(June\978^^98f^' "^^^^^^^ °^ ^^ Atrium," Contract Interior
2 Gueft, 98.
^ Gueft, 98.
^ Gueft, 102.
^ Gueft, 101.
^ Gueft, 98.
"7 Gueft, 101.
8 Gueft, 102.
^ Gueft, 101.
10 Gueft, 102.
11 Gueft, 101.
J-2 Gueft, 101.
13 Gueft, 98.
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NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
Architect:

I.

I.M. Pei and Partners

Site Location - Lincoln, Nebraska
1. Site is on a square block taking up the east side 75 feet deep and 300 feet of frontage along Avenue
2.
3.
4.
5.

Avenue O is the longest main street extending through
a downtown in the United States. •••
Temperate climate
Moderately windy
Cold winters

II.

Sense
1. The intersections were livened and opened up to
create a place for people to cross paths and intergrate. ^
2. The large Contilevers tend to draw peoples interest.
3. The large entries under the Contilevering beams give
an open invitation to explore the building.
4. The initial idea was to get away from the outdoor
plaza.3

III.

Fit - behavior
1. Once inside, an entry court with seating and vegatation seems to set your mind at ease before continuing to the bank or offices above.
2. Beyound the entry court is the banking lobby with
its offices above.
3. User Groups
A. Clients, customers, employees of both the bank
and office space
4. Activities
A. Banking business
B. Office business
C. Travel agencies
D. Bank overflow offices
E. The interior court accounts for the space people
expect with a large building.

IV.

Vitality - life of structure
1. This bank/office complex reaches an eleven story
height.
2. This building was careful not to overshadow a prominent building located acress the street. "*
3. The interior entry court is livened by the light
which enters through the east glazing.
4. The exterior was handled masterfully:
A. The entry space is devoted by large Cantilevering beams which are at a height above the
ground, relating to the height of adjacent buildings.
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B.
C.
D.

V.

This cantilever (hovering effect) results in an
"intentional chunk of public space."5
The overhang also helps protect pedestrians from
forms of precipitation like rain and snow.
The grid framework or the exterior acts as shading devices protecting against an abundance of
heat gain, and ought to break the wind - thus
reducing pressure on the glazing.

Efficiency
1. The grid work on the exterior of the building extends
five feet out, thus reducing unnecessary heat gain
and glare.
2. The building relates to its environment through subtleties such as: overall height, cut out portions
at the corner, and sim.ilar material usage (concrete) .
3. Building components are concrete beams and columns
poured in place.^
A. The lateral grid work allows for ducts and electrical condit to travel between the joists. "^
4. The office facilities are in constant use, due to
the downtown location (ease, accessability) and the
recent renovation of the downtown as a whole.
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^EHhitHSS?'(Sn^r!s^a^? ^5"°"^'°™ ^-'^'"
2 p.95.
^ p.95.
^ p.97.
^ p.98.
^ p.98.
"7 p . 9 8 .
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK IN ALBUQUERQUE
MANZANO BRANCH
Architect:

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V-

Antoine and Predock

Site Location - Albuquerque, New Mexico
1. The site is on flat land.
2. There are strong winds with blowing sand.
3. Harsh sunlight prevails.
4. There is a large expanse of lawn west of the building.
5. The area is predominently commercial. •'6. Trees line the western boundary alongside the street
Sense
1. The building's rough texture and warm color tends
to blend with the harsh environment, giving one an
indication of the Southwest.^
2. The feeling of a bank seems to only be expressed
by signage - leaving doubt as to building function.
Fit - behavior
1. Entry
A. Clients, customers, etc. follow easy access
routes along the sidewalk.
B. Activities
1. Business with bank tellers (primary)
2. Business with bank officers (secondary)
3. Drive-through banking (primary)
Vitality
1. Interior
A. Entry is through a diagonal niche.
B. Once inside, a triangular area (open plan) is
to the left and tellers are to the right.
C. Tellers are all along the row for easy usage.
D. A clereston window exists above the tellers.'^
2. Structure
A. Steel structure3
^
B. Pre-cast concrete panels (sand blasted)
C. Poured in place concret^ vault^
3. Exterior
A. There is a high parapet wall to hide mechanical
equipment.°
B. Minimal amount of windows
C. Two story height, although the bank is only one
level.
Efficiency
1. The clerestory window above the tellers provides
natural light.
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2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Massing helps prevent deterioration due to the harsh
environment.
Tellers are centrally located.
A. They are close to walk-in customers.
B. They are close to drive-in customers.
C. They are close to the vault.
The drive-through banks exist on the eastside of
the bank. The building will cast a shadow in the
afternoon - reducing heat and glare for those using
the drive-through lanes.
The drive-through lanes are at such an angle as to
exit on the main street at 90" - thus making turning
either way possible.
Inefficient parking
A. The parking spaces extend away from the bank
causing further walking distance to and from
cars.
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1 "Ragged Forms Born of New Mexican Tradition,"
Architectural Record, (September 1976), 124.
2 p. 12 4.
3 p. 124.
4 p. 124.
5 p. 124.
6 p. 12 4.
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CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
AND DISTRIBUTION CENTER FOR PANASONIC
Architect:

Raymond, Rado, Caddy, and Bonington

Site Location - Seacausus, New Jersey
1. The site is within an "industrial park"!, thus resulting in a somewhat unsightly environment.

II.

Sense
1. An office, through a long day, can get boring after
seeing the same artificial substances that tend to
surround us. These monotonous substances might be
a plastered wall, fluorescent lights, desks, chairs,
hallways of people scurryii.g about, etc. The tendency to offset these less than exciting elements
is to provide windows.
2. With an unsightly environment, the most logical concept would then be to turn views inward ratner than
outward.
3. One way to have an exciting interior is through the
use of an atrium.

III.

Fit - behavior
1. With an established point to work from (inside o u t ) ,
the functions of.the users are needed before establishing the buil'ding form.
2.
This building is a corporate headquarters, thus reducing the amount of client contact with the many
office workers and the primary activity is inventing,
making, and selling their product.

IV.

Vitality - life of the structure
1
A courtyard is developed with adjacent elevators and
surrounding offices (in this case, two courtyards).
^
There are three layers of offices using a double
corridor system for lateral movement through the
building.
^u• ^
3
The double layer corridor dictates that two-thirds
of the offices are left with a bad view or none at
all^
.
^
A.
Inside offices have a nice view to the courtyard.
B. Middle offices don't have a view.
C. Outside offices have views over the industrial
landscape.
4. The two courtyards are set apart by a glass walkway.
A. At each end of this walkway is a lightwell with
seating.
1. This seating area acts as a partial terr;.inous^ to the long vistas formed from one end
of the building to the other.
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5.

V.

There is a strong visual identity from the exterior.3
A. Constrasting solar panels
B. Concrete end
C. Circular stairtower

Efficiency
1. Simple rectangular form - to meet strict budgetary
controls.^
2. Exterior windows allow natural light to penetrate
within.
3. Glazing along the courtyard lets natural light in.
A. No natural light is able to penetrate the middle
row of offices or the long corridors.
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"Two Offices Build Around Special Interior Soaces "
Architectural Record. (May 1979), 121.
^^^^^o^ bpaces,
2 p. 121.
3 p. 121.
4 p. 121.
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nuua£,nUL.U FINANCE CORPORATION INT' L HEADQUARTERS
Architect:

Luebl, Schlossman, and Hackl Incorporated

Site Location - Prospect Heights, Illinois
1. The site is in the northwest suburbs of Chicago "A mecca for large corporate headquarters."!
2. The building is placed away from the road for visual
impact.2
3. The rest of the site seems barren.
II.

Sense
1. Mental stresses occur due to the monotony of office
work and the building tends to relieve some pressures caused by work stress by implementing an
atrium.
2. The building is non-highrise (3 floors), thus rejecting any "institutional look."3 This noninstitutional look seems to give a feeling of heme
more so than work.
A. With a feeling of home, one would appear to be
at greater ease, with less stress, and thus
giving higher amount of productivity.

III.

Fit - behavior
1. Although this is a corporate headquarters, it is
designed by a fashion that could be adaptable to
many uses.
2. For now, the main user groups would be the office
workers and their main function is to produce the
Company's product.
A. A secondary activity is a dining facility witnin the complex.

IV.

Vitality - li-fee of structure
1
A central courtyard is developed (and m a m reception area) with vegatation and skylights.
2. From this courtyard, extends four arms - developing a Cruci-form plan.4
3. The atrium tends to act as the beginning of the
vista formed by the hallways, and from the other
direction, the vista doesn't really end, but rather
flows into the atrium.
,. ^ ^,
^i^.-^^
4. The exterior is composed of reddish-brown colored
brick.
A. Detailed fenestration^*
5. Parking is close to dining area.
A. Easy accessability to building.
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V.

Efficiency

1.

2.
3.

Energy conserving design
A. Dark tinted insulating glass
B. Charcoal air infiltration system^
C. Interior heat retrieval system that controls
temperature of air and water year round'
Exterior windows allow natural light into the
offices.
Skylights allow natural light into the atrium.
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"Two Offices Built Around Special Interior Spaces,"
Architectural Record, (May 1979), 12 3
2 p. 123.
3 p. 12 3.
4 p. 123.
5 p. 123.
6 p. 12 3.
7 p. 123.
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OFFICE BUILDING IN CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
Architect:

Cambridge Seven Associates Incorporated

Site Location - Cambridge, Massachusetts
1. Building is located at 1050 Massachusetts Avenue downtown type business district.
2. Adjacent buildings are of all shapes and sizes, and
in different conditions of maintenance. Some are
deteriorated more than others.1
II.

Sense
1. The link between the environment and mental/ sensory capacity in this setting can be seen from two
viewpoints.
A. A feeling of ease in a business district is
lacking caused by traffic and pedestrian congestion, noise, etc. - thus eliminating that
home away from home outlook.
B. By having the offices in the city, it might give
some people that time away from "home", although
the stresses of the hurried environment still
exist.
2. This building is a non-high rise (5 floors), similar to that of other buildings in the area - thus
not overshadowing another and vice versa. One does
not feel intimidated when traveling by or using the
offered ammenities.

III.

Fit - behavior
1. First floor
A. Retail shops - easy accessability
B. User group - consumers, window shoppers, etc.
2. Second through fourth floors
A. Office space for rent
B. User group - professionals, clients, and office
workers
3. Fifth floor
A. Architect's office^

TV

Vitality - life of structure
,
^ ^
^ ..
1. The building has overhang at first level to protect
shoppers from the rain.-^
.
• ^ ,
2. The building has flush mounted horizontal window
bands around the building at each level.
3. There is no apparent planning given to the office
rental space.
,
. .
-- ^u
4. There was more thought given to the windows of the
Architect's office from the interior than that
given to the exterior look.
5. Curtain wall of mineral fiber reinforced cement
board.^
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V.

Efficiency
1. Horizontal windows allow for mazimum amount of light
penetration.
2. No consideration was given to the shading of the
windows.
3. Glare problems exist from the expansive window
use on the Architect's office (fifth floor).^
4. Exterior panels resist chemicals in the air.7
5. 60,000 square feet at $25.00 per square foot^
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-'- "Office Building in Cambridge at 1050 Massachusetts
Avenue," Architectural Record, (June 1978), 151.
2 p. 152.
3 p. 151.
4 p. 151.
5 p. 151.
6 p. 151.
7 p. 151.
8 p. 151.
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COMPARISONS

The following notations comprehensively list the positive and the
negative aspects that have been learned from the previous six cases.

Positive Aspects - Atriums/interior courtyards were incorporated to provide visual
relief from the monotony at office work and to provide a central
space allowing the penetration of natural light.
- Horizontal windows were incorporated to provide the maximum amount of daylight penetration.
- Skylights were used for the penetration of natural light.
- Sunscreens were used on some buildings to allow sunlight in only
during the needed hours for heat.
- Insulating glass was used to protect the infiltration of cold air
from the outside or vice-versa.
- Massing was used to resist weather elements (rain, snow, temperature etc.) and for its image quality of security.
- Minimal windows incorporated on the ground floor for security
purposes.
- Surrounding buildings were considered as to their height and appearance so the building project would not demean those adjacent
existing sites.
- Overhangs were provided over the pedestrian paths.
- Overhangs also tended to reach out to create a transitional space
between the exterior public and the building entry/lobby space.
- Fast-tracking in one case led to a $1,000,000 savings.

Negative Aspects - Some of the cases didn't provide for screening of the sun (heat)
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during hours when it was not wanted or needed.
Some offices were provided with nice views, others with poor views
or none at all which contends that only 33% of the said offices
are incorporated with a relaxed atmosphere.

Special thanks goes to Lynton Allred and Jim Sears with their
technical guidance regarding the banking activities, procedures,
and operations of the First National Bank of Hereford, Texas.
Also, thanks goes to Tambi, Linda, and Tiffani.
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The initial ideas in forming a structure for the First National Bank
of Hereford were to form a foundation upon which to build the design in
conjunction with the CBD and people imvolved.
Those ideas were: site planning for building funtions, form, projected image, pedestrian pathways, and interior functions.
Now that the ideas were laid out, the foundation must be built.
Site planning first dealt with where to locate the building itself in
conjunction with the existing on site structures (retail) and drive
through branch.

^ - j ^ W)\jL4?^

O

Also, there must be consideration as to the surrounding buildings,
traffic patterns and pedestrian functions. The form should be designed
in a way that has its own unique qualities, yet fit into the downtown
core as well as work with the marble courthouse existing on the opposite side of the site as the business core.
to be secure and elite.

Its projected image needs

Pedestrian pathways must function in a way as

to eliminate the hazard between pedestrians and vehicles as well as allow the pedestrian to move freely around corners. The interiors should
have indications of the exterior materials while providing an environmental setting different from that of the existing West Texas 'desert'.
The site size dictated that parking must be located underground with
the bank and office functions above.

The project began with site orientation.

To gain a transition be-

tween the courthouse and business core, it was necessary to set the
building away from the courthouse to extend the expanse of lawn already
created on the courthouse site. The building is now close to Main
street but offset enough to provide a safe pedestrian pathway.
The building began to take on the forms of long horizontality
which related to the existing sites along Main street, while the courthouse side began to have the horizontal broken up with cantileners
dramatizing the expanse of lawn.
To project the secure elite image, the ground floor was left solid
with small glass areas to signify the entry.

Granite was used to bring

out the elite standard by its texture and color. The granite and glass
were carried up onto the office floors in bands even furthering the horizontal emphasis even though the building was extending upward.
The pedestrian pathways were kept on the site - away from vehicular
traffic while the parking garage entries and exits were located on the
perimeter of the site.
From here a structural grid was set up at 45% to the site which
allowed the building to turn the corner thus eliminating the rigid
stagnant corners making pedestrian travel safer.
The structural system began as steel construction yet later, due
to need for thermal mass and long cantileners the system was changed to
reinforced concrete.
The interior was entered on the Main St. side by way of a cove
set off the pedestrian path.

The entry was composed of a vestibule in

which the stairs from above also went into and then out of the building.
The other on grade entry is by the Courthouse side of the site in which
you enter the office lobby and then can enter the bank. A third point
of entry is by the stairs or elevators from the parking garage below.

The office lobby was created to seperate pedestrian traffic using
the offices and community room from that of the bank. This also allows
the two entities (office & bank) to operate seperately or together.
The interior was designed fro quick access and egress for those
using the teller functions, while coves were set apart from the lobby
for those using the commercial or installment loan services. The safety deposit vault was made accessable to the public and employees although being monitored by its own specific lobby.
Materials on the interior were composed of the same granite as
used on the exterior although it was p91ished rather than thermal honed
as the exterior was finished.
The mechanical system involved was a variable valume system with
electric resistence heating.

Fan coil units were placed along the peri-

meter of the building with individual room control. This allowed heating in times of necessity until the people occupied the building which
produce passive heat gain. This system was devised in conjunction with
the low amounts of glazing and thermal massiveness of the exterior
walls.
Atriums were provided through the entire building in both the
banking and office lobbies to allow matual light to penetrate the interiors.

